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Abstract
Trajectory Mapping TM	 is a new scaling technique designed to recover the parameterizations axes and
paths used to traverse a feature space Unlike Multidimensional Scaling 
MDS there is no assumption
that the space is homogenous or metric Although some metric ordering information is obtained with TM
the main output is the feature parameterizations that partition the given domain of object samples into
dierent categories Following an introductory example the technique is further illustrated using rst a set
of colors and then a collection of textures taken from Brodatz 

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Figure  A collection of samples that suggest the do
main of objects consists of black and white circles or
discs of varying size
 Introduction
Object classes are typically considered as a set of prop
erties seen as particular collection of features Hence
dierent cognitive classes of objects will occupy dier
ent regions 
perhaps overlapping of a multidimensional
feature space The axes and parameterizations of this
space are not clear For example Figure  depicts a
domain of colored circles of varying size Perceptually
we immediately group black objects together separately
from white objects suggesting that each group occupy
separate halfplanes in the feature space What then is
the proper ordering for size One possibility is to use
a halfline with the point at the origin increasing from
here to innite size 
Figure a Alternately we could
take one 
average size as a unit origin and then place a
circle along the full line according to the log ratio to this
reference size 
Figure b Still another possibility is to
abut two halflines one black and the other white at
the degenerate point 
Figure c Of course still other
orderings are possible especially if a continuum through
gray is allowed along the blackwhite dimension Which
of these representations is used by our perceptual sys
tem
One approach to answering such questions is Multi
dimensional Scaling 
MDS  a procedure introduced
in the s and s by   and  
For a brief
overview see  This method assumes that the fea
ture space is homogeneous and that distances within the
space are measures of the similarity between objects or
object classes For our circle example we can judge the
similarity between all pairs and then use an MDS al
gorithm to place an ordering on the samples Figure 
illustrates On a scale of  to  two circles of the same
size but opposite content were given a rank of 	 two
circles diering slightly in size but of the same contrast
were ranked 	 etc Using these ranks an MDS algo
rithm 
Systat Kruskal method placed the circles on a
plane as shown in the upper part of Figure  This order
ing accounted for about  of the variance in a smooth
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Figure  Possible orderings of the black and white ob
jects in a feature space 
A The white and black objects
are separated by a halfline of increasing size from zero

B Similar to 
A except now a reference size is chosen
for the origin and sizeratios are evaluated 
C The
black and white objects now take on positive and nega
tive values on the size	 line with the origin being the
point of zero size
monotonic function relating similarity to distance
Two observations about the MDS procedure First
although the circles have been ordered in a feature space
the axes and origin in the derived space are somewhat
arbitrary 
Note for example that circles of the same size
lie on lines inclined to the xaxis

 Second the actual
relations between the objects in the space have not been
made explicit So for example the distance between
the largest white circle and the smallest white circle is
greater than the distance between the same small white
circle and the large black circle Does it reallymake sense
to infer that the latter are more similar Furthermore
is it legitimate to conclude that there is a feature 
or
parameterization along the path in this space between
the small white and large black circle Nothing in the
MDS plot excludes the possibility that there is indeed
such a feature common to both trading whiteness for
size which connects these two objects The only hint
that there is not such a feature 
or path is that all the
black objects lie below the y   axis whereas all white
objects lie above excepting the degenerate point To
eliminate some of these ambiguities in an MDS plot it
would be helpful to know exactly which paths through
the feature space are legitimate and which are excluded
such as those that might cross the y   axis at an
arbitrary angle This is the primary objective of the
Trajectory Mapping or TM	 procedure

One might argue that the white objects are interpreted
as circles whereas the black objects are interpreted as solid
discs rather than circles and hence the black and white
objects dier by more than just their color Such a proposal
would simply strengthen our argument for the value of using
the TM procedure

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Figure  The result of applying a multidimensional scaling procedure to the objects in Figure  Typical similarity
rankings on a scale of zero to ten are illustrated in the lower panel of the gure The upper panel shows the scaled
results Note that the distance from the second to smallest white circle to the large black circle is less than 
ie
more similar to	 the distance to the large white circle

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Figure  The Trajectory Mapping TM	 procedure Two samples are picked at random and their extrapolants are
found as illustrated using the pair  and  Then continuing to use the same feature for linking the samples an
interpolant is chosen
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Figure  Exceptions to the procedure illustrated in the
previous gure Sometimes two pairs are judged not to
have a feature in common In this case extrapolation is
not feasible	 Second often extrapolation 
or interpo
lation is possible but there is no sample in the given set
of objects Third either one member of a trial pair or
an extrapolant is at or near the end of the extrapolated
feature All these cases are marked
 Trajectory Mapping TM
The TM	 method is conceptually quite simple Again
choose two samples from the given domain just as was
done for MDS However rather than asking for a simi
larity ranking request that two other samples be chosen
from the set which are the best extrapolations from the
reference pair Thus again for our circle domain assume
the pair are numbers  and  
see Figure  Lay these
side by side  or so displayed on a computer screen Now
imagine a feature that takes sample  into sample  and
continue the extrapolation until the feature parameter
agrees with one of the other samples 
eg 	 Simi
larly start with  and extrapolate the same feature in
the opposite direction through  until a sample 
 is
found that is an extention of that chosen feature Once
the two extrapolants have been found then pick an in
terpolant say  in this case 
It is important that the
interpolant be chosen last so that the reference samples
be the primary criteria for extrapolation The result
of each trial is then a string of ve samples linked and
ordered by a parameterized feature Typically subjects
will attempt to choose extrapolants that lie roughly a
unit distance from the reference pairs with the unit set
implicitly by the judged similarity of the reference pair
Thus for our circle example given the very similar ref
erence pair of  and  most subjects would pick  as the
extrapolant and not the limiting case  
see Figure 
There are three exceptions to the TM procedure as
outlined above First very often the two reference sam
ples seem incompatible in the context set by the domain
of samples For example black and white circles are hard
to extrapolate Certainly the subject could opt to make a
judgment based solely on size ignoring contrast 
see Fig
ure  If however white objects and black objects are
considered to be separate classes of objects in the con
ceptual feature space then the stronger tendency is to
prefer not to forge a path between them Such mutually
exclusive pairs	 are noted because they oer evidence as
to boundaries in the subjects feature space
A second exception to the standard extrapolation pro
tocol is when the the subject feels that an extrapolate 
or
interpolate is possible but the sample is missing from
the set 
It is not legitimate to expand the domain how
ever say by adding gray	 circles in our illustration A
simple example would be if the reference pair were the
black circles  and  Clearly the extrapolant is a still
larger circle not in the data set Hence whenever extrap
olants are feasible this is noted
Finally the last inclusion to the method is to note
when a sample 
or extrapolant lies near or at the end
of a feature path in the space These dead ends	 also
help identify the boundaries axes and origins of the TM
space For our example the degenerate point 	 is a
dead end the circle size can not be further reduced
 Circle Example
Using a Mathematica program we applied the TM pro
cedure to the black and white circle set yielding a collec
tion of    quintuples Of these half we judged
not feasible	 namely the reference pairs of opposite
contrast We then count the frequency of occurence of
all feasible pairs and triples 
see Table  The maximum
possible frequency for a pair or triple will thus be  
the case where one pair occurs in each feasible 
black or
white quintuples
In order to determine the smooth paths in the feature
space we must use the sets of triples not the pairs 
If
the pairwise data were used two dierent feature pa
rameterizations common to one sample could be joined
at the common sample  somewhat as if a corner were
turned in the space This will not be the case for triples
assuming the same feature parameterization is used for
each trial Thus starting with the most frequent triples
we link their overlapping pairs These linked pairs then
become the major pathways in the space if you will In
Figure  we illustrate this construction with the size of
each link indicating the frequency of occurence of that
triple The overlap between the triples thus allows us
to follow the feature path In this construction we also
note the dead ends	 by the vertical bar and the feasi
ble extrapolations beyond the sample set as indicated
by arrows The result of this procedure is then a web of
interconnections between the samples giving an explicit
representation of the paths through the feature space
and the boundaries in this space Of course we still do
not know exactly which feature was varied However
unlike MDS the structure of the parameterizations in
the space has been made explicit
To continue this illustrative example a second step in
the analysis is helpful Often as shown in the examples
that follow the web of paths in the feature space can be
quite complex Hence it is useful to have some technique
for positioning the samples as well as showing the paths
between them The number of times two samples appear

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Figure  The result of applying the TM procedure to the black and white circles of Figure  yields two paths as
illustrated at the top The black circles can be extrapolated further to the left the white to the right There is a
dead end	 to each path at the degenerate point 
 The thickness of the lines indicates the strength	 of the path
Below the linear array has been placed in a space set up by the adjacency counts The extrapolations appear to
converge in this space but presumably this is an artifact of the use of only two imaginary objects to represent all
larger black or white discs

as neighbors on a path serves this purpose The rationale
is that samples nearby in the space will have a greater
likelihood of appearing consistently in the quintuple for
each trial than distant samples between which it is dif
cult 
or perhaps impossible to extrapolate Further
more the adjacency statistic allows us to compare simi
larities between two samples on two dierent paths that
share a common sample where the two paths cross Intu
itively these similarities between various crossing points
will be determined by the number of shared paths and
samples between them The adjacency frequency then
becomes a ranking statistic that can be used in the MDS
algorithm Again Figure  
lower shows the result for
our black and white circles Note that in contrast to
the original MDS similarity judgments now the special
deadend	 point 	 lies at the origin of one of the di
mensions in the adjacency space	 Furthermore there
are now clear blackwhite half planes about this origin
with circles of constant size lying at constant y values
The sole major artifact	 in this adjacencyscaled plot
ting is the inward curving of the trajectores as the circle
size takes on positive values along dimension  This
is a result of including two imaginary	 samples in the
analysis that indicated a feasible extrapolation but not
sample in the data set In any case with the pathways
included the basic structure of the feature space is clear
	 The Subway Map
An illustration devised by Stephen Gilbert provides a
compelling summary of the major dierences between
the MDS and TM protocols If you wish to move about
a town using a Metro system then a map of the routes is
needed 
Figure  These routes are typically identied
by color and arranged so that the linking is clear the
topology is preserved but not the metrics These routes
are the threads or features through the space that TM
discovers
In contrast MDS cares little about these routes but
rather attempts to recover the actual distances between
the subway stops  ie their true locations on a map as
if a crow were to y from one to the other The result is
thus an arrangement of the various subway stops with
out any of the earth paths	 being made explicit The
orientation of the resultant map may also be unclear If
a subject parameterizes the space by say the directions
North and East	 then the resultant MDSmapwill have
a meaningful orientation If however the axes and pa
rameterizations of the space are chosen from the avail
able paths of features ie the subway routes	 then there
will be no clear relation between these features and the
MDS axes In other words the MDS procedure requires
a homogenous metric space if the cognitive parameteri
zations of that space are to map into the recovered axes
The TM procedure makes no such assumption Even if
the space is nonmetric and not homogenous the feature
parameterizations used to traverse that space can still be
recovered

 Color Example
As a second example of the TM method we have be
gun to explore feature path in color space This space
has received considerable study for over two centuries
with the aim of creating a subjectively uniform array
of reectance samples 
    Essentially all of
this work assumes that the color space is homogenous
but nonEuclidean Classically with recent support from
neurophysiology the three presumed major axes of the
subjective space are white to black red to green and
yellow to blue 
These designations can be dened pre
cisely  see  Although movement is allowed in any
direction through the space most theoretical treatments
favor radial movement from a neutral achromatic color

ie a gray in a constant lightness plane 
corresponding
to constant hue of varying saturation or circumferen
tial movement in this same plane 
corresponding to con
stant saturation but variable hue We chose for color
chips thirtyeight samples from the LJG uniform color
space recommended by the Optical Society of Amer
ica 
 All our samples lie on or are adjacent to the
equilightness plane L   The sample chips were 
inch squares placed at tabletop level on a  reect
ing surface and illuminated with both uorescent and
natural daylight Because of the large number of pairs

    the space was partitioned into over
lapping regions and the judgments were made over four
sessions for both JJK and WR and the results pooled
To illustrate the salient paths in the color space ob
tained with the TM procedure we have plotted in Fig
ure  only those triples of color samples that occurred
three or more times 
The dashed lines indicate addi
tional supporting triples that only occurred twice In
addition for clarity we have omitted those paths which
radiate from the neutral gray 
square These data are
included in Table  however It is of interest to note
that none of these radiating trajectories passed through
the neutral gray point Indeed in all our  trials
combined we only found one triple occurring at least
twice that included samples on opposite sides of the gray
Thus the neutral gray is a dead end	 in the same sense
that the point 	 was in our circle example
The most intriguing nding is that the major path
ways  one on the red side the other on the green side
 are not circles about the gray but rather appear like
wings of a buttery with the paths folding inward as
the yellowbrown colors are approached giving special
status to this hue It is clear then that the transfor
mations used by the subjects to move along a route in
the constant lightness plane must vary in both satura
tion and hue simultaneously However this simultaneous
change seems to reach a limiting value when reddish ap
proaches brown or greenish approaches olive  ie the
yellowbrowngray boundary 
Note that we also found
no strong linkages across the grayblue axis A possi
ble explanation for this eect would be if the paths were
based on rates of change of redversusgreen outputs up
to but not beyond the equality of red and green and
similarly for the redblue and greenblue ratios 
See
the slope sign condtion of  Rather than analyz
ing these results in detail at this time however our
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Figure  The locations of subway stops can be indicated two ways The TM	 method shows the topological
relationship along dierent routes the classical MDS	 method depicts the actual distances
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Figure  The result of using the TM procedure on  color chips taken from a standard 
OSA uniform color space
The TM procedure suggests that the parameterizations of this space vary both in hue and saturation simultaneously
as indicated by the solid arcs Note that none of these arcs penetrate the neutral gray point also there appears to
be a reecting	 barrier along the yellowbrowngray axis Not shown in the above depiction of our results are the
rays	 that emanate from the neutral gray 
square
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Figure  The organization of  Brodatz texture samples as revealed by the TM technique 
see text

D12  Bark
D37 Water
D50 Raffia
D76  Cloth
 S137  Leaf Veins
  D3  Reptile Skin
P139  Cracks
D111  Plastic Bubbles
D73  Soap Bubbles
D58, D60  Marble
D63  Marble
D5  Mica
D2  Fieldstone
D23 Beach  Pebbles
D28 Beach
    Sand
D98  Quartz
D7  Fieldstone
D90 Clouds
D100  Ice
D61 Marble
D10 Crocodile Skin
P138  Quilt
D108 Rice Paper
D110  Grass
     Fiber
D87 Sea Fan
D93  Fur
D68, D70
Wood Grain
D72 Stump
Figure  An unfolded projection of the signicant paths illustrated in the previous gure The main loop in this
projection is a great circle in three space the tail	 is probably the beginning of another great circle that completes
via the cracks	 pattern P 
Patterns D Straw and D Pigskin are not included in the gures they lie between
the depicted loops suggesting still other trajectories are permissible The D	 panels are from Brodatz  The S	
and P	 panels are respectively from  and  For a copy of the gure with the texture pictures included send
an email request to burtpsychemitedu

point is simply to demonstrate that the TM protocol
suggests that there is still another feasible representation
for a color space that is quite dierent from the classical
hue saturation lightness scheme A more detailed and
theoretical examination of this new representation will
be forthcoming
Before closing this section there is still one more anal
ysis that can be performed using the TM data Our
trajectories assumed that the OSA uniform color space
would provide a proper ordering of the space 
but no
paths Can we now recover the putative uniform spac
ing of the samples from the frequencies of adjacent pairs
Figure  shows the result of running an MDS algorithm
on one data set of eighteen samples using these frequen
cies as the similarity measure The open circles repre
sent the greenish samples the closed the reddish sam
ples The lines are the horizontal and vertical grid lines
transposed from the OSA color space grid of Figure 

ie indicating constant g and j directions Although
the rough topology is preserved clearly the spaces are
dierent The most striking dierence is that three di
mensions are required to plot the adjacency scaled data
because the surface has roughly a saddleshape One of
the principal curvatures of this surface is the yellowblue
axis In eect because the adjacency measure does not
require a globally uniform space we nd that the red
and green colors each lie on separate surfaces inclined
to one another and intersecting along the yellowblue
axis 
As if we had red and green wings of a butter
y The TM procedure then is one of the few scaling
techniques that actually gave a distinguished geometry
to the yellowblue axis
 Texture Example
Our nal example is a preliminary exploration of tex
tures The organization of texture space unlike the color
space has been extremely resistant to study Although
recently there have been helpful suggestions 
 no
clear denitive parameterization of texture space has
been found Even the dimensionality is not clear Per
haps part of the di!culty is that the space does not have
a homogenous metric
Initially we chose thirty samples from Brodatz 

Later we added three more samples to the Brodatz set

see Figure  and Table  and then ran a second TM
session using these additions plus ten of the original Bro
datz textures Except for the added set JJK and WR
made independent judgements and then for clarity we
attened	 the results using Mathematica to obtain the
common triples and adjacencies Table  gives these
data
Our initial construction of the pathways by hand
gave a complex web of interconnections 
Although E
Todorov has now written an automatic algorithm for un
scrambling the simple and robust webs of feature paths
such as data typical of subway routes this program can
not yet handle the complex texture data To clarify
the organization of the paths we ran MDS on the ad
jacency frequencies to obtain a threedimensional ad
jacency plot A Systat package then was used to ro
tate these MDS adjacency results allowing us to view
the threedimensional structure of the original  points
There was little The strong impression was a D swarm
of points
Next the major feature paths were added to the
swarm and a hint of structure emerged The two clear
est major paths linking points in the space are shown
in Figure  Both begin near wood bark	 From here
there is an ordered progression through waves	 wood
grain	 to cloth	 up to meshes	 Another branch from
bark	 ascends through eldstone	 to clouds	 to Eu
ropean marble	 to rice paper	 There is the suggestion
that these two paths might meet thus completing a loop
in the threespace
To test this prediction we then selected the new set of
thirteen textures nine taken from our original set plus
another three from elsewhere together with one more
new sample from Brodatz 
see Table  Indeed we were
able now to close this loop with the additional textures
and at the same time could clarify the residual paths
The nal result is four major paths or perhaps more
properly transformations in the threespace  roughly ly
ing on a sphere like sections of a great circle

These have
been projected onto a plane in Figure  and unfolded
The supporting triples 
of frequency two or greater are
listed in Table  by their Brodatz gure numbers In ad
dition to the two paths previously mentioned the data
suggest a third rising from clouds ice crystals	 through
soap	 to plastic bubbles	 to reptile skin	 and then
into our additional quilted cracks	 textures linking up
with the sea fan	 The fourth path again emanates
from clouds eldstone	 to mica and then into D struc
tures like quartz	 beach sand	 and pebbles	 per
haps eventually leading to round D packed balls such
as Brodatz Figures  or  
which could then collapse
back to ice crystals
One nal comment regarding the interpretation of Fig
ure  Although the paths have been depicted by tex
ture samples it may be improper simply to regard this
ordering as a space of textures Rather the paths re
ect how one texture is transformed into another with
each path or segment of a path representing one type
of transformation So for example expanded mica	
becomes stretched out to create the linear structure of
wood bark	 which is further rened to thin D la
ments like fur	 or hair	 This texture type then adds
orthogonal laments to create a D mesh etc Similarly
expanded mica	 can be granularized or pulvarized into
ice crystals or alternately have its sharp edges worn
smooth to form D globules that eventually become a
dense packing of pebbles or D spheres Such an in
terpretation of Figure  would suggest then that the
proper representation for textures is not simply a space
of material types but rather a space of types of transfor
mations In such a view the locations of the materials
in Figure  may be misleading Rather the texture
classication of materials would be the location of its

There are also other minor paths not shown such as a
loop from reptile skin to soap bubbles to sea fan and a second
loop from leaf veins through rice paper to wood grain Also
not shown are textures D Pigskin D Straw and D
Ceiling tile

TABLE 
Color Triples
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The color samples are indicated by the numbers in the triple columns which refer to the LJG
locations shown in Figure  The parenthetical numbers are the number of times the triple
was chosen in the experiments indicated An x following a number indicates extrapolation
possible but the sample was not in the experimental collection Bold values approximate
radial paths and are not plotted in Figure  Triples of frequency two are included only from
the two experiments that spanned the yellow
blue axis Some of these less popular triples are
indicated as dashed lines on the Figure  in order to show evidence for further joins The data
are the intersection of the choices for both JK and WR
most probable form  say the prototype  together with
the extent of its allowable transformations along one of
the accepted paths The texture would thus be repre
sented by a probability distribution along the four paths
For chunky	 mica this distribution seems to have four
arms	 whereas for fur	 or regular tesselations such
as reptile skin	 or packed D pebbles	 there may be
only two 
ie the opposite directions of the same path
Perhaps the TM paths in the color space can be viewed
in the same light
 Conclusion
Trajectory Mapping 
TM	 is based on the assumption
that objects are categorized by features The categories
become dened by those features which are allowed to
vary or be transformed and those which can not 

Given a domain of objects 
and a context the Trajec
tory Mapping technique explicitly requires subjects to
chose an aspect of a pair of objects that is allowed to
vary thus revealing the parameterizations 
and axes of
the relevant feature space 
or space of transformations
There is no requirement that the space be Euclidean
homogenous or metric except along any given feature
path Although the feature attribute or transformation
is not made explicit often it is easy to deduce as illus
trated by our three examples In this regard the TM
procedure could be augmented by using directed cross
correlation techniques on the sample set to extract the
attributes that dene any feature parameterization or
transformation That is of course assuming an input
basis set for the space is known in advance
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